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1. Introduction. -It has been recently discovered that several low dimensional organic metals containing segregated stacks of molecules of TMTSeF (tetramethyltetraselenafulvalenium) are the first organic superconductors [1] . Several months before the discovery of the superconductivity of (TMTSeF)2PF6 and similar salts under hydrostatic pressure, the Orsay group had shown that the low temperature insulating Peierls state in TMTSeF-DMTCNQ [2] could be removed by a pressure of a few kbars [3] and substituted by a new metallic phase the conductivity of which was greater than 105 (f). cm) -1 at 4.2 K.
The huge magnetoresistance in this low temperature phase, that is to say the possibility to restore the normal conducting phase by a magnetic field of the order of 70 kG, strongly suggests the presence of superconducting fluctuations [4, 5] . But [7] . Further irradiation to a molecular concentration of 1 % does not change anything in the Hall constant, which is flat within the experimental accuracy from 2 to 300 K, but the conductivity exhibits the typical behaviour of a system of metallic interrupted strands with transverse short range hopping [8] . The magnetic properties of interrupted strands and more generally of metallic particles are indeed interesting and were the second motivation of this study.
The third reason of this E.P.R. investigation is to be found in our desire to determine the number and the nature of the paramagnetic centres in a disordered organic conductor where the concentration of defects can be determined independently of the number of spins and also rather accurately.
2. Experimental results. -pure samples of TMTSeF-DMTCNQ were produced by K. Bechgaard and irradiated with the X-rays of the copper tube of a current Philips source. The defect concentration was determined by the usual procedure described in references [9] and [10] ; the measurement of both longitudinal and transverse resistances at ambient temperature during the irradiation processes allows us a direct determination of the number of high defect potentials which interrupts the conducting chains and force the electrons to hop. Samples of two different defect molecular concentrations have been prepared : 1.9 % and 4 %. The resistance versus temperature curves of these samples have been already published [9] .
In the present work the E.P.R. lines of pure and irradiated crystals have been recorded from 5 to 300 K with a standard X band spectrometer equipped with a liquid helium thermal variation accessory.
The intensity, the shape and the width, and the position of the resonance lines have been explored. well known to be useful for extracting the paramagnetic part from the total susceptibility. However, the accuracy is rather poor, of the order of 20 % in the present experiments. Figure 4 shows the variation of the spin susceptibilities with temperature for the three samples. A log-log plot of the low temperature behaviour is included, showing the existence of a Curie law from which the number of paramagnetic centres (Cs) has been calculated The E.P.R. study of pure TMTSF-DMTCNQ has been performed three years ago by Tomkiewicz et al. [12] . Their results are somewhat different from ours; for example the g-factors presented here increase monotonically with temperature while the single component of g measured in [12] exhibits a smooth maximum. We attribute this discrepancy to the sample quality. As may be further seen the so-called pure sample used in the present work presented a Curie tail corresponding to a concentration of spins of 0.8 %. This is large compared to the sample used in [12] and also in reference [25] , where was found to be 50 times lower than in the present work and exhibited the same kind of maximum observed previously by Tomkiewicz et ale and absent from our curves. Nevertheless, the differences between the absolute values of g in [12] and in the present work are not very large with respect to the error bars.
3. Discussion. - 
THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
OF o PuRE » TMTSeF-DMTCNQ. -TMTSeF-DMTCNQ crystallizes in a triclinic system [11] . The charge transfer between the donor and the acceptor is of 0.5 electron per molecule giving rise to a 1/4 filled and empty electronic bands together in weak interaction. Jacobsen et al. [2] and Tomkiewicz et al. [12] It is evident on figure 2 that, in its metallic regime, the charge transfer complex TMTSeF-DMTCNQ is, from the point of view of the spin relaxation, closer to a radical ion salt such as (TMTSeF)2PF6 [17] or TMTSeF-CI04 [18] than to a charge transfer complex such as TTF-TCNQ [15] .
Between the transition temperature (42 K) and 100 K a sharp increase of the relaxation rate is visible on figure 2. We attribute it to precursor effects of the phase transition : a new relaxation mechanism occurs superposed on the classical spin-phonon process.
Then the linewidth critical behaviour may be understood in a similar way as resistive fluctuations [20] .
The g-factor is generally considered as an essential molecular quantity, because the departure from the free electron value is due to the spin-orbit coupling effect [21, 22] . The g-value on the DMTCNQ chain is very close to the free electron value 2.002 because there are no heavy atoms on this stack producing strong spin-orbit coupling [21] . On [9, 7] [27] have demonstrated that the critical behaviour disappears for defect contents much lower than the concentrations studied here. In a sample containing 0.2 % of radiation induced defects, the E.P.R. linewidth is almost linear from 10 K to 300 K. This is due to the low temperature stabilization of the metallic state by a weak disorder [7] . What is more surprising is the linewidth behaviour in the metallic high temperature phase : it is always lower in the irradiated samples than in the pure one. We should have expected more spin flips in the irradiated samples containing several percent of defects than in the pure and we are not able to understand the actual result of figure 1 .
The drops of the g-factors in the pure sample at the phase transition disappear with irradiation. The gfactor of a sample containing 0.2 % of irradiation defects was found to be flat from 10 K to 300 K [27] . With [23] considered their spin susceptibility measurements at low temperature as a way of determining the number of defects efficient in changing the transport properties.
Their, a priori, identification of defects with the paramagnetic centres was partially confirmed in the more recent and extensive work by Miljak et al. [24] about the low temperature susceptibility of quasi-one dimensional conductors : « in the case of strong potentials associated with radiation induced defects it seems that, experimentally, the number of spins is roughly equal to the number of defects ». But, as the authors of the latter paper mention, their estimation of the number of defects is not independent of the former Pennsylvanian one. We mentioned previously that the simultaneous measurements of the longitudinal and transverse resistivities of organic conductors in their metallic state provide a good absolute estimation of the number of high potentials efficient in cutting the conducting chains in metallic segments [9, 10] . It was thus interesting to compare more accurately the number of spins to the number of defects deduced from the room temperature changes in the transport properties.
Another important question regarding the magnetic properties of the defects in organic conductors is the degree of localization of these spins : are they attached to magnetic defects as are the electrons of free radicals in an irradiated insulating molecular crystal ? The principal experimental [28] [29] [30] and theoretical [31] ] investigations of this problem lead to the image of spins weakly localized in the sense that they are sitting on magnetic segments bounded by defects. If the magnetic segments are weakly interacting the low temperature upturn in the susceptibility follows a well known T-a law with a -0.8.
Within the experimental accuracy of the present measurements, the magnetic susceptibility law of figure 4 is essentially Curie-like and we see no change of its temperature variation with irradiation even in the sample containing the high defect concentration of 4 %. N. Mermilliod and S. Bouffard have measured very recently the spin susceptibility of samples containing 20 to 30 % of defects. They also found a Curie law extending to higher temperatures (unpublished results). This seems to be in contradiction with the results of Miljak et al. [24] in irradiated TTF-TCNQ who found a Curie T-1 law in the pure sample and a T-0.74 law in neutron irradiated TTF-TCNQ with 0.65 % defect. In TMTSF-DMTCNQ we have seen no change in the simple increase of the total number of spins proportional to the dose. This experimental observation suggests strongly that defects break up the chains into subsystems which in TMTSF-DMTCNQ seems to be rather independent, that is to say there is no important magnetic interaction between a spin sitting on a given subsystem and the spins on the neighbouring ones. In the crude approximation where half of these interrupted strands would have an odd number of electrons, i.e. spin 1/2, the total number of spins should be half the total number of segments [26] . Comparing the concentration Cs of paramagnetic centres deduced from the Curie laws of figure 4 with the concentration C of high potentials interrupting the conducting chains, deduced from the study of the room temperature transport properties, we found empirically :
where C ° ^ 0.8 % is the concentration of paramagnetic centres in the so-called pure sample (see Fig. 4 ). This is a further demonstration that the number of spins and the number of irradiation induced defects are of the same order. But within the experimental accuracies they are not equal and it is interesting to try to understand this difference. In a very recent and accurate study of the magnetic susceptibility of r irradiated TTF-TCNQ Korin et al. [30] found that a dose of 1 000 Mrad. produces 0. [7, 8, 9] . This work shows that the number of paramagnetic centres is indeed of the same order as the total number of irradiation induced defects.
These defects are very efficient in suppressing the Peierls transition as evidenced by the E.P.R. linewidth thermal variations.
In the course of this study the pristine TMTSeF-DMTCNQ has been reexamined in the light of the recent diffuse X-ray investigation [13] . This material behaves more like a radical cation compound than like a usual charge transfer complex. Our experiments confirm this picture proposed initially by Jacobsen et al. [2] . The metal insulator phase transition which occurs at 42 K gives rise to a large linewidth effect that we have qualitatively explained by the occurrence of the 2 kF soft phonons in the spinphonon relaxation mechanism.
Furthermore a molecular concentration of about 1 % of paramagnetic centres has been found in the so-called pure sample. Sitting on the DMTCNQ molecules they are probably responsible for the absence of superconductivity under pressure [4] in spite of evident similarities with the (TMTSeF)2-X series. It has been demonstrated recently in (TMTSeF)2-PF6 that the existence of a superconducting transition demands the molecular concentration of impurities to be less than or of the order of 10-4 [6] . There is some hope to find under pressure a superconducting TMTSeF-DMTCNQ in batches where the fraction of magnetic impurities has been strongly reduced. Nevertheless, a fundamental difference exists between TMTSeF-DMTCNQ and (TMTSeF)2PF6. In one case the TMTSeF chains experience a diamagnetic array of counter ions (TMTSeF2-X) whereas in the other case they are coupled by hybridization between the two wave functions to a paramagnetic system (TMTSeF-DMTCNQ). This last point will need further investigations especially E.P.R. experiments under pressure.
